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Absolute Thresholds, Frequency Selectivity, Masking, and Critical Bands

Absolute Thresholds

Absolute Thresholds for Long-Duration Tones
  The absolute threshold of a sound is the minimum detectable level of that sound in the 
absence of any other external sound. The minimum audible pressure (MAP) is a threshold 
measured by using “probe” microphones inside the ear canal near the eardrum. Sounds in 
this type of measurement are delivered by headphones. Estimates are done for monaural 
listening.
  The other threshold, the minimum audible field (MAF) uses a loudspeaker to deliver the 
sound to the listener in an anechoic chamber. Measurements are then made after the listener 
is removed form the room at the point in which the listener was originally located. Estimates 
are done for binaural listening.
  For both measurements, the thresholds are plotted as functions of the frequency of a 
sinusoidal test signal with a long duration. It must be noted that these plots are averages of 
multiple subjects, and that there is an individual variation (it is considered normal) of ±20 dB 
from the mean at specific frequencies. 
These audibility curves are different because the head and its hearing structures influence the 
sound field. Major peaks and dips in the MAF curve are caused by broad resonances 
produced by the meatus and the pinna. Peaks in the MAP are caused by enhanced 
frequencies near the eardrum. For both thresholds, there is a rapidly increase in very high 
and very low frequencies. This is partly caused by the transmission characteristics of the 
middle ear, which tends to be more efficient at midrange frequencies and considerably drops 
at the extremes of the frequency range.

  The highest audible frequency varies with the age of the subject. For example, young 
children can hear tones up to 20 kHz, but for adults the threshold lies around 15 kHz. While 
there seems no apparent low frequency limit to our hearing, it is generally measured to be 
around 20 Hz for pure tones. Any frequencies below that are no longer perceived as pitches, 
but rather they are perceived as vibrations.

The Audiogram and Hearing Loss
  An audiogram represents the degree of hearing loss by indicating how much the threshold 
falls below and average “normal” threshold.
  In normal healthy hearing, thresholds are specified relative to the average threshold at each 
frequency. Sound levels are specified relative to standardized values produced by a specific 
earphone in a specific coupler. This couples is a device which contains a cavity that houses a 
microphone used to measure the sound produced by the earphone. Thresholds are specified 
in dB HTL (hearing threshold level) units. Meaning that, for example, a threshold of 40 dB 
HTL at 1 kHz would represent the persons threshold above the “normal” average at that 



frequency.

  Hearing losses are categorized into two types:
1. Conductive hearing loss – occurs when there is a defect, usually in the middle ear, 

which reduces the transmission of sound to the cochlea. Caused by infections in the 
middle ear, bone growth of the stapes over the oval window, and ear wax. Hearing aids 
and surgery are effective in this case.

2. Sensoneural hearing loss – arises from defects of the cochlea, auditory nerve, or the 
higher centers in the auditory system. Not alleviated with hearing aids or by surgery.

  Hearing loss associated with aging, or presbycusis, extends the loss as frequency 
increases.

Temporary Integration and Multiple Looks
  The absolute thresholds of sounds depends on their duration. For durations longer than 
500ms, the sound intensity at threshold is independent of duration. However, sounds lasting 
less than 200ms show that sound intensity necessary for detection increases as duration 
increases. Intensity is the measure of energy per unit time.
  It is unlikely that the auditory system integrates stimulus energy, rather, it may be that the 
threshold intensity decreases with increasing duration because a longer stimulus provides 
more detection opportunities or more chances to detect the stimulus through repeated 
sampling. This is also called “multiple looks”.
Recent studies have shown that when two sine burst are played separately, with background 
noise, result in a lower threshold of 2.5 dB than the threshold used for detecting either burst. 
Thus, if simple integration over a relatively long time interval would occur, the results should 
have been strongly affected by the noise level between the two tone burst gap. In fact, 
thresholds for the single bursts and pair of burst is unaffected by the noise in between.

Frequency Selectivity, Masking, and the Critical Band

The Critical Band Concept and the Power Spectrum Model
  The threshold of a sinusoidal signal is a function of the bandwidth of a bandpass noise 
generator. Meaning, as the total noise power increases with bandwidth increases. Initially, the 
threshold of a signal increases along with bandwidth increases, but then it flattens off; further 
bandwidth increases do not significantly change the threshold.
  It has been suggested that the peripheral auditory system behaves as if it contained a 
bandpass filter bank, with overlapping passbands. Each individual filter is called an “auditory 
filter” and is thought to be provided by the BM. Because the BM is limited in each location to a 
determined range in frequencies, each different point corresponds to a filter with a different 
center frequency.

  When detecting a signal in a noise background, the listener uses a filter centered around the 
frequency of the signal. Thus, the signal passes, but much noise is removed. Only those 
noise components that have passed through the filter will have an effect in masking the 
signal. The threshold for a signal will be determined by the amount of noise passing through 
the auditory filter. It is assumed that the S/N ratio at the output of the filter corresponds to the 
threshold. These assumptions are known as the “power spectrum model” of masking. Stimuli 
in this case are represented by their long-term spectra and as such, their relative phases of 



the components and short-term fluctuations in the masker are ignored. The assumptions of 
this model do not always hold true, but they work well for most situations.

  The bandwidth at which the signal threshold ceases to increase is called the “critical 
bandwidth” (CR). The simplification of an auditory filter is  represented by a rectangular filter. 
This type of filter all the components are passed equally and all the components outside the 
passband are completely removed. The width of the passband of this filter is equal to the CB. 
A “critical band” is a hypothetical rectangular auditory filter. However, auditory filters do not 
have this shape, rather they have a rounded top and sloping edges. The CB is then a 
measure of the effective bandwidth of this filter.
  Experiments show that the listener's response to complex sounds differ according to 
whether the bandwidth of the stimuli is greater or lesser than the CB. Thus, the measured of 
the absolute CB width is given, and the change of CB as a function of frequency.

Estimating the Shape of the Auditory Filter
 
Psychophysical Tuning Curves
  For each several masker frequencies, the level of the masker needed to mask the signal is 
determined. Because the signal is at a low level, it is assumed that it only produces activity at 
the output of a single auditory filter. It is assumed that at threshold the masker produces a 
constant output from that filter in order to mask the fixed signal. Thus, the psychophysical 
tuning curves (PTC) indicates the masker level required to produce a fixed output from the 
auditory filter as a function of frequency. The shape of the filter is determined by plotting the 
output from the filter for an input varying in frequency and with a fixed level.
 
  It may be the case that the listener does not attend to a single filter. When the masker 
frequency is slightly above the signal frequency, it would be better to attend to a filter centered 
at a frequency below the signal frequency. This “off-frequency” filter will considerably 
attenuate the masker without much attenuation of the signal, and thus improve performance. 
This is known as “off listening”.

The Notched-Noise Method
  The signal is fixed in frequency and the masker is a noise with a notch centered at the signal 
frequency. The deviation from each edge of the noise from the center frequency is denoted by 
Δf. As the width is varied, the threshold of the signal is determined as a function of notch 
width. The wider the notch, the less noise passes through the filter. Resulting in a drop of the 
signal's threshold. Because of the shape of the auditory filter, the filter cannot be represented 
by the CB single number representation. However, the ERBN is used as an alternative 
measure. The  ERBN as a function of center frequency F (in kHz) is described as follows:

ERB hz = 24.74.37F1

When the ERB is used as a unit of frequency, the ERB number relationship with frequency is:
ERB number = 21.4log 4.37F1

  If the auditory filter were linear, its shape would not vary with the level of the noise used to 
measure it. In reality this is not the case. As the level increases, the filter becomes broader 
(especially for lower frequencies). 



  This change can be thought to be caused by some “passive” properties of the BM (shallow 
tail filter) and by the active mechanism of the cochlea (sharper tip filter).
  At low sound levels, the active component has a strong influence, and a sharp tuning is 
observed. As the sound level is increased, the gain of the active tip filter decreases and the 
passive filter plays a greater role. Thus, the tuning becomes broader with increasing sound 
level.

Other Phenomena Reflecting Auditory Filtering

The Threshold of Complex Sounds
  When several sinusoidal tones are presented together, a sound may be heard even when 
each tone in isolation would be below threshold. It was initially thought that if all of the 
components in a complex sound fall within the passband of a single auditory filter, the 
energies of the individual components are summed, and the threshold for detecting that 
sound is determined by the energy sum. If the components are distributed over a wide 
frequency range, larger than the CB, then only a single auditory filter is used. Detection in this 
case is rather ineffective.
  More recently it has been showed that ear is capable of integrating bandwidths far greater 
that those in an auditory filter bandwidth. For example, multiple widely spaced sinusoidal 
components presented in background noise were more detectable than any of the individual 
components.

Two-Tone Masking
  This threshold measuring technique involves the detection of narrow band noise centered at 
frequency f, in the presence of two sinusoidal tones, with frequencies on either side of f. as 
the frequency separation of the two tones, the noise signal threshold remained constant until 
it reached a critical value. This critical value was taken to be the CB. However, combination 
products caused from the interaction between the lower tone and the noise band arise. These 
new tones are not originally present in the stimulus and tend to mask the stimulus signal.

Sensitivity to Phase and the Critical Modulation Frequency
  Real world sounds often change in frequency and amplitude from moment to moment. In 
experimental situations studying these sort of sounds, frequency-modulated (FM) and 
amplitude-modulated (AM) sounds are used instead.
AM can be described with the following formula:

(1 + m sin(2πgt))sin(2πfct)

FM can be described like so:
sin(2πfct  -βcos(2πgt))

The spectrum of both AM and FM synthesis is contains three components: 
fc – g, fc , and fc + g 

  The measured perception of these modulated tones show that for high rates of modulation, 
where the frequency components were widely spaced, the detectability of AM and QFM tones 
was equal if the components in each type of wave had equal amplitude. The detection 
threshold is determined by the ability to detect one or both of the spectral sidebands. 
However, for low rates of modulation, where all three components fell within a narrow 
frequency range, AM could be detected when the relative levels of the sidebands were lower 



than for a wave with a just-detectable amount. Thus, for small frequency separations of the 
components, subjects appear to be sensitive to the relative phases of the components, while 
for wide frequency separations they are not.

  Further analysis shows that for low modulation rates, the subject detects the modulation 
itself (in loudness or pitch). At higher rates the subjects do not hear the modulation, rather, 
they seem to detect the presence of the sideband component at the carrier frequency; which 
acts as a masker.
  The threshold for detecting a sideband depends more on the selectivity of auditory filters 
centered close to the frequency of that sideband than on the selectivity of the auditory filter 
centered at the carrier frequency fc .
  It seems to be incorrect to assume that changes in relative phase of the components in a 
complex sound are only detectable if they lie within a CB. For components above threshold, 
subjects can detect phase changes between the components of a complex sound in which 
the components are separated by more than a CB. The detection of phase changes may 
depend partly on the ability to compare time patterns at the outputs of different auditory filters, 
although we may not be very sensitive to such cross-channel time differences.

The Audibility of Partials in Complex Tones
  Ohm's acoustical law states that we are able to hear pitches corresponding to the individual 
sinusoidal components, or partials, in a complex periodic sound. If it is assumed that a partial 
will only be heard out when it is separated from its neighbor by at least a CB, then the results 
can be used to estimate the CB. A partial can be heard out from neighboring partials when it 
is separated from those other partials by 1.25 times the ERBN. 
  It is likely that other mechanisms of “hearing out” partials, besides frequency resolution, in a 
complex sound exists. When comparing musician and non-musician hearing, the musician 
where far superior when identifying partials. However, these results although might indicate a 
narrower auditory filter in the musician group, in reality there is no such difference. It seems 
that another peripheral filtering mechanism is involved when hearing out partials from a 
complex tone. Musicians seem to effectively use this mechanism because of their greater 
experience.

Masking Patterns and Excitation Patterns
  Previous masking experiments have a signal whose frequency remains constant, while the 
masker is varied. They are useful in determining the shape of the auditory filter given a center 
frequency. Now, let us look at masking experiments that have a signal with a varying 
frequency while the masker remains constant.
  
  Early experiments determined the threshold for a detecting signal with adjustable frequency 
in the presence of a masker with fixed frequency and intensity. The resulting plot, showing the 
masked threshold as a function of the frequency of the signal, is known as a masking pattern 
or masking audiogram. These masking patterns show steep slopes on the low frequency side 
between 80-240 dB/octave for pure tone masking, and 55-190 dB/octave for narrowband 
noise masking. The high frequency side slopes are less steep and depend on the level of the 
masker. Meaning that the amount of masking grows in a non-linear fashion on the high-
frequency side. This phenomena is called the “upward spread of masking”.



  Masking patterns do not reflect the use of a single auditory filter, rather, for each signal 
frequency the listener uses a filter centered close to the signal frequency. The auditory filter is 
said to be shifted as the signal frequency is changed. A masking pattern is thus interpreted as 
a crude indicator of the excitation pattern of the masker. 
  The threshold of a signal as a function of frequency is proportional to the masker excitation 
level. The masking pattern is parallel to the excitation pattern of the masker, but shifted 
vertically by a small amount.

  Another view of the shape of an excitation pattern is using auditory filters. In this view, the 
excitation pattern of a given sound is the output of the auditory filters, plotted as a function of 
their center frequency. 
  Although the auditory filters are assumed to be symmetric on a linear frequency scale, the 
resulting excitation pattern is asymmetric. This is because the ERBN increases with increasing 
frequency. Note that the shape derived from this method is similar to the shape as the 
masking patterns previously described.

The Nature of the Auditory Filter and Mechanisms of Masking

The Origin of the Auditory Filter
  Auditory filters have an uncertain physiological basis, despite the frequency analysis 
observed in the BM. Certainly, there are many similarities between the frequency selectivity 
measured on the BM and the frequency selectivity measured psychophysically. Both the CB, 
and the ERBN show a constant distance along the BM. Each ERBN in humans is 
approximately 0.9 mm.

Temporal Effects
  While frequency selectivity in the auditory system is conducted in the cochlea, it is possible 
that there is a sharpening process done afterwards that enhances frequency selectivity. It is 
suggested that this process is done by means of lateral suppression or lateral inhibition. 
Weak inputs to one group of receptors (hair cells or neurons) are suppressed by stronger 
inputs to adjacent receptors. This would result in a sharpening of the excitation pattern 
produced by a stimulus. It must be noted that neural inhibition processes require a certain 
amount of time to become effective. However, current data gives no clear-cut results in this 
matter. Some studies suggests that the CB does not develop over time, while other studies do 
show a development of frequency selectivity with time.

  “Overshoot” is a temporary masking effect in which the threshold for detecting a brief signal 
in noise is greater if the signal is presented near the masker onset, or turned on and off 
synchronously with an equally brief masker, than if the signal is presented after a long onset 
delay, or in a continuous masker. This effect will be greater if the masker has a a large 
broadband, the signal is at a higher frequency, and the masker is at a moderate level.
  This higher signal threshold at the masker onset could be interpreted as a broader auditory 
filter at the masker onset. However, the broadening would have to be quite large to account 
for the effect for brief high frequency signals (up to a factor of 10 for a 10 dB threshold 
elevation), which would be implausible.
  Overshoot has been suggested to be the result of central processes and of cochlear 
mechanisms.



  Another temporal effect in masking is what is called the “peak factor”. This is the ratio of the 
peak value of the masker's waveform to its RMS value. A waveform with a high peak factor 
can be described as highly modulated, with high peaks and deep dips. When a masker 
produces a waveform with a high peak factor on the BM, signals can be detected during the 
dips in the masker. This process is also known as “dip listening”. Thus, the detection threshold 
of a signal can be much lower than for a masker with a low peak factor.
  Phase effects have been observed for different types of maskers. If all of the components in 
a harmonic complex masker start with 90° phase (cosine phase), a waveform with high peak 
factor will result, and the waveform evoked in the BM will also have a high peak factor. On the 
other hand, if the components are added with random starting phases, the peak factor is 
much lower. Meaning that the threshold for detecting a sinusoidal signal, or a bandlimited 
noise signal, will be lower in a cosine-phase masker than in a random phase masker.
  Dip listening depends on the compression occurring in the BM. As a result, low amplitude 
portions of the waveform on the BM are amplified more than high amplitude portions. Thus 
any signal appearing in the dips is automatically enhanced.
  Cochlear hearing loss produces a loss in compression on the BM, thus difference in the 
masking are much smaller than normal. 
  It must be noted that the idea of phase effects in masking is inconsistent with the power 
spectrum model of masking.

The Mechanism of Masking – Swamping or Suppression?
  It is now thought that here are two mechanisms by which masking occurs. The first 
mechanism implies that masking involves a swamping of the neural activity evoked by the 
signal. If the masker produces a significant amount of activity in the channels (auditory filter or 
critical band) which would normally respond to the signal, then the activity added by the signal 
will be undetectable. In other words, the excitation pattern produced by the tone is swamped 
by that produced by the masker.
  The other possible mechanism of masking is that the masker suppresses the activity which 
the signal would evoke if presented alone. The mechanism applies when the signal lies above 
or below the masker frequency. It can be explained in an analog manner as the “two-tone 
suppression” observed in single neurons of the auditory nerve. The neural response of a tone 
at the CF of a neuron can be suppressed by a tone which does not itself produce excitatory 
activity in that neuron. This suppression might be sufficient to drive down the neuron's firing 
rate to its spontaneous rate, and this process could be considered to be the masking of the 
tone at CF. 
  It could be argued that a masking sound produces both excitation and suppression of the 
neurons responding to the signal, thus masking is a mixture of swamping and suppression.

The Neural Code Used for Signal Detection
  The most common assumption, for the neural activity used for detection, is that the amount 
of activity is critical and that neural firing rates are the important variable. Alternatively, it could 
be said that the information provided by temporal patterns of neural firing is used. 
 When presented with a complex stimulus, the phase locking pattern observed in a given 
neuron will depend on which components in the stimulus are effectively driving that neuron. 
Thus, the temporal patterns of response are dominated by the most prominent frequency 
components in the stimulus. Furthermore, there will be little or no phase locking to weak 
components which are close in frequency to stronger ones.



  For example, if a tone is masked by wideband noise, the tone will evoke a neural firing 
response with a well-defined temporal pattern. The inter-spike interval will be close to an 
integer multiple of the period of the tone. Noise, on the other hand, evokes in the same 
neurons a less regular firing pattern. Thus, the tone may be detected when the nerve fiber 
response has a certain degree of temporal regularity in the firing pattern. If this temporal 
pattern is less than this amount the tone will be masked. The neurons involved in the 
detection of the tone have CF's close to that tone. The auditory filter is responsible for 
minimizing the contribution of the noise to the neural response, and the neurons with the CF's 
close to the tone frequency show the greatest degree of temporal regularity.

  When presented with a multi-tone complex sound, the “edge” partials are easier to hear than 
the “inner” partials. Another possibility for hearing a tone in noise is the change in envelope 
produced by adding the tone to the noise. This envelope fluctuates less when the tone is 
present than when it is absent.

Comodulation Masking Release: Spectrotemporal Pattern Analysis in Hearing
 
  As previously mentioned, the power spectrum model fails in certain situations. Listeners can 
make comparisons across auditory filters, rather than listening through a single filter. 
Temporal fluctuations of the masker can have important effects.

Initial Demonstrations of Comodulation Masking Release
  Recall the experiment in which the power spectrum model is measured. The threshold of the 
signal increased as the bandwidth of the masker signal increased. After reaching a critical 
bandwidth, the threshold ceases to increase.
  Now, consider a 1 kHz sinusoidal signal and a noise signal centered at 1 kHz. Now, the 
noise signal is modulated in amplitude at an irregular and low rate so that the resultant 
fluctuations in the amplitude are the same in different frequency regions. The gradual 
increase in bandwidth for the noise signal produces a decrease in the threshold. This result 
suggests that subjects can compare the outputs of different auditory filters in order to 
enhance signal detection. The decreasing threshold indicates that fluctuations in the masker 
are critical and that these fluctuations need to be correlated across frequency bans. As a 
result, this phenomena is called “comodulation masking release” (CMR).

The Role of Within-Channel Cues
  CMR is assumed to depend on comparisons of the outputs of different auditory filters. 
However, it has been shown that the modulation of a masker can produce a release from 
masking even when the masker's bandwidth is less than the auditory filter's bandwidth. This 
release cannot be a product of the comparisons of the outputs of different auditory filters, and 
thus it does not represent a “true” CMR. Instead, it relies on cues available in the output of a 
single auditory filter. These cues are called the “within-channel cues”.

Factor Influencing the Magnitude of CMR
  CMR measured in band-widening experiments occurs over a wide range of signal 
frequencies (500-4000 Hz), and does not vary greatly with signal frequency. CMR is largest 
when the masker's modulation is at a low rate, and when the masker has a large bandwidth. 
Signals lasting less than 100 ms, which within-channel cues have little effect, can have a 
CMR of 11 dB.



Models to Explain the CMR
  There are two categories of CMR models. The first category assumes that the auditory 
system compares envelope modulation patterns at the output of auditory filters tuned to 
different center frequencies. A comodulated masker without a signal has a modulation pattern 
similar for all of the active filters. When a signal is added, the modulation pattern at the output 
of the auditory filters tune to the signal frequency is altered. The presence of the signal 
displays a disparity in the modulation pattern across different filters.
  The second category assumes that envelope fluctuations at the outputs of the auditory filters 
tuned away from the signal frequency tell the listener the optimum times to listen for the 
signal, in other words, during the minima of the masker envelope. The signal-to-masker ratio 
is greatest during the masker minima. This is also called dip listening.

General Implications of the CMR
  Across-filter comparison of temporal envelopes seem to be a general feature of auditory 
pattern analysis, which may be important in extracting signals from noisy backgrounds or 
separating competing sources of sound. Experiments show that humans can exploit the 
coherent envelop fluctuations very effectively and that a substantial reduction in signal 
threshold can result. 
  

  


